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ABSTRACT
Bicycle traffic flow suffers from the impact of tracks at 
an intersection in which a modern streetcar route is laid. 
The primary objective of this study involves discussing the 
impacts of modern streetcar tracks on bicycling through an 
intersection and developing a quantitative approach to cal-
culate bicycle delay. Field investigations are conducted at 
eight sites in Nanjing and Shenyang, China. The sites are 
related to five intersections. Two of the five intersections 
are designed with a central modern streetcar style of track. 
Other two intersections operate on a roadside style of track 
and the last intersection is without tracks. The impact of the 
differences in bicycle speed are tested at each site based 
on the observed data. The results show that modern street-
car tracks exert a significant influence on bicycle speed and 
bicycling behavior and lead to delay, discomfort and unsafe 
conditions. Furthermore, a model is proposed to predict 
bicycle delay caused by modern streetcar tracks. The pro-
posed model achieved a relatively accurate prediction. The 
findings of this study help in adequately understanding the 
impacts of modern streetcar tracks on bicycling. The results 
also suggest that longer crossing times should be used in 
signal design for bicycling at an intersection in which a mod-
ern streetcar route is laid.
KEY WORDS
modern streetcar tracks; bicycling behavior; bicycle speed; 
acceleration and deceleration; bicycle delay;
1. INTRODUCTION
Modern streetcars and bicycles are commonly rec-
ognized as transportation modes with low energy con-
sumption, low air pollution and low road occupation. 
They are advocated globally and are characterized by 
significant progress, particularly in China. Over the past 
decade, the operating mileage of modern streetcars in 
China increased from 20.2 km in 2005 to 223.3 km 
in 2017, with an average annual growth rate of 16.9%. 
Simultaneously, the number of bicycles reached 370 
million [1]. Both streetcars and bicycles provide in-
dividuals with convenience, economic benefits and 
flexible mobility. The trend of rapid developments with 
respect to streetcars and bicycles is expected to con-
tinue for the next few years in China.
A modern streetcar constitutes a light rail transit 
system. Although there is significant variation in its 
characteristics, its intrinsic properties include alloca-
tion with mostly shared or segregated right-of-way and 
operation on a road surface [2]. With respect to China, 
modern streetcars are mostly developed in rich areas 
such as the cities of Shanghai, Nanjing, Tianjin and Su-
zhou. Segregated right-of-way for a modern streetcar 
is common on roads with the aim to improve efficiency 
and safety. This helps modern streetcars in avoiding 
most obstacles during operations.
Additionally, a modern streetcar shares the right-
of-way with other traffic modes at an intersection. It 
changes the channelization, signal control program 
and traffic capacity of an intersection. Its tracks affect 
general traffic behaviors. A decrease in speed consti-
tutes the most typical behavior. Bicycles are more vul-
nerable in terms of safety, comfort and stability, and 
thus they are the first to bear the brunt. However, there 
is a paucity of research examining the impacts of mod-
ern streetcar tracks on bicycling.
The primary objective of this study involves pro-
posing and demonstrating a quantitative approach to 
evaluate the impacts of modern streetcar tracks on 
bicycling through an intersection. More specifically, 
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and a low-quality bicycle track. They concluded that 
there is no significant difference in speed between 
the low-quality and the high-quality bicycle tracks, al-
though there is an apparent decrease in the level of 
bicycling comfort [17]. Botma simplified hindrances 
experienced by bicyclists due to their interactions or 
maneuvers and divided them into passing events and 
meeting events [18]. Wu et al. evaluated the impacts 
of pavement damage on bicycle traffic flow on exclu-
sive bicycle paths [19]. Li et al. studied bicycle pass-
ing events on physically separated bicycle roadways in 
China and proposed a quantitative method of evaluat-
ing the service level for bicycling [20–21]. Landis and 
Handy proposed a methodology to address the level 
of service for bicycling through movements at signal-
ized intersections. This provides a measure of the level 
of safety and comfort experienced by bicyclists riding 
through an intersection [7].
Signals are required to provide an adequate clear-
ance interval for bicyclists entering at the end of the 
green interval. Thus, accurate estimates of crossing 
times for bicycling are essential for a safe and efficient 
design of traffic signals. AASHTO proposed models to 
calculate the bicycling clearance interval and minimum 
green time [9]. Rubins and Handy collected data on bi-
cycling crossing times for different crossing distances 
near the University of California at Davis campus and 
provided a methodology to measure bicycling crossing 
times [11]. The methodology was used in conjunction 
with the AASHTO equation to develop guidelines for 
estimating minimum green times and clearance inter-
vals as a function of intersection width. However, exist-
ing results are mainly aimed at intersections that are 
designed normally and evenly.
A review of extant literature suggests that, although 
increased attention is focused on bicycling behavior 
and signal design at an intersection, relatively few-
er studies consider the impacts of modern streetcar 
tracks on bicycling [6]. In order to fill this gap, the pres-
ent study compared the running state changes of bicy-
cles around modern streetcar tracks by using a statis-
tical method and quantitatively analyzed bicycle delay 
related to modern streetcar tracks.
3. DATA COLLECTION
Currently, there are two popular styles of modern 
streetcar track design in China, namely central style 
and roadside style. They impact bicycling at distinct 
positions of an intersection. Three types of conflict are 
illustrated, as shown in Figure 1.
Central type: modern streetcar tracks are set in the 
center of the roadway at an intersection. The tracks 
affect bicycling when bicyclists approach the center of 
the intersection.
the study includes the following three tasks: (1) ana-
lyzing the bicycle speed changes caused by modern 
streetcar tracks at an intersection by means of apply-
ing statistical methods to field data; (2) assessing the 
impacts of different modern streetcar styles of tracks; 
and (3) evaluating bicycle delay by exploring an appro-
priate model. The findings of this study can contribute 
to understanding the modern streetcar track effects 
on bicycling through an intersection.
This paper is organized into five sections. The next 
section presents a review of previous studies. This is 
followed by data collection, which describes two pop-
ular styles of modern streetcar track design and three 
types of conflict between bicycles and tracks and ex-
plains the survey method. Statistical methods and 
prediction models are discussed in the Methodology 
section. This is followed by the Results of Data Analy-
sis section in which statistical results and model valid-
ity are examined. Finally, the main conclusions of the 
study and promising directions for future research are 
presented in the last section.
2. LITERATURE REVIEW
Bicycling has experienced considerable growth 
in North America, Europe and Asia [1, 3–5]. Recent 
studies examined bicycling behavior with various 
bicycle-related roadway measures [6]. The main disad-
vantage of bicycling involves an intersection [7].
Primarily, most surveys are focused on bicycling 
behavior at signalized intersections. They provide in-
sights on bicycling crossing speed, acceleration, decel-
eration and perception of risk and comfort. Fu et al. 
measured bicycle speed across the road and pointed 
out that adult bicyclists ride through the street with 
an average speed of 5.23 m/s [8]. Publications by 
AASHTO, Forester, Rubins and Ling suggest that the 
following speeds should accommodate 98% of bicy-
clists: 5.36 m/s for advanced bicyclists, 3.66 m/s for 
basic bicyclists and 2.77 m/s for children. Additionally, 
85% of bicyclists should be able to clear signals for 
speeds that are 20% higher than the aforementioned 
speeds [9–12]. Bicycle speeds vary and are based on 
bicycling environment and intersection designs. Taylor 
measured comfortable acceleration and deceleration 
under normal conditions and pointed out that the 
mean comfortable acceleration and deceleration cor-
responded to 0.46 m/s2 and -2.29 m/s2, respectively 
[13–14]. Jiang et al. highlighted that 90.1 percent of 
bicycling decelerations range from -0.014 to -0.8 m/s2 
based on investigation data in Beijing [15].
Since vibration is perceived by bicyclists as one of 
the most important indicators of bicycling comfort, re-
searchers also examined the impact of road surface 
quality on bicycling [16]. Vansteenkiste et al. analyzed 
bicycling behaviors of five participants on a high-quality 
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The collected data include geometric characteris-
tics of the five intersections and videotapes of bicy-
cling behaviors around the modern streetcar tracks. 
The geometric characteristics are measured with a 
measuring wheel. They include the widths of the inter-
section, the bicycle lane and the track area. A video-
tape is recorded with a video camera. The visual range 
exceeds a length of 40 m with modern streetcar tracks 
in the middle and is divided into the following three 
sections: upstream section, track area and down-
stream section.
Seven sections of videotapes are recorded at dif-
ferent times for each site. Each section corresponds to 
a length of 45 min. The recorded videotapes are later 
manually reviewed in the laboratory. A trained gradu-
ate student is designated to record the time (within an 
accuracy of 0.1 seconds). The bicycle traffic flow and 
travel time of a sample bicycle passing through each 
section are recorded. The bicycle running speed in 
each section is calculated. Eventually, more than 310 
bicycle samples are obtained at each site.
Moreover, the study concentrates on the changes 
in the running state of bicycles passing through a mod-
ern streetcar track area. Only the bicycles that arrive 
during a green interval are recorded. All stopped bicy-
cles in the studied section are removed from the data-
base irrespective of the type of hindrance that caus-
es their stopping behavior. The geometric and bicycle 
traffic flow characteristics of the six studied sites are 
shown in Table 1.
4. METHODOLOGY
In the study, the bicycle speeds of the upstream 
section, the modern streetcar track area and the 
downstream section are defined as the U-speed, 
T-speed and D-speed, respectively.
Three methods are introduced in the analysis 
procedure and include (1) a T-test that is utilized to 
test the differences between the U-speed, T-speed 
and D-speed based on the collected data; (2) a pre-
diction model that is proposed to predict the bicycle 
delay caused by modern streetcar tracks based on 
Near-end type: modern streetcar tracks are set 
near the sidewalk. The tracks influence passing bicy-
cle speed at the time when bicyclists enter the inter-
section.
Far-end type: modern streetcar track design corre-
sponds to the roadside style. The tracks disturb the 
bicycling behavior when bicyclists depart from the in-
tersection.
For the purposes of the study, field investigations 
were conducted at five intersections in Nanjing and 
Shenyang, China. Three of the five intersections are 
located adjacent to each other along a single road 
at Hexi Region in Nanjing. The first one is designed 
with central modern streetcar tracks. The second one 
operates with a roadside style of modern streetcar 
track design. The third one corresponds to a normal 
intersection without modern streetcar tracks. Their 
data were collected on weekdays under fine weather 
conditions in the period between 6 April and 5 June 
2015. The other two intersections were selected from 
the Qilin region of Nanjing and the Hunnan region of 
Shenyang. They operate with a central and roadside 
style of modern streetcar track design, respectively. 
Their data were collected in the period between 28 
May and 23 June 2018.
Eight sites were designated to collect data at the 
five intersections. Sites 1 to 6 pertain to the three in-
tersections of the Hexi Region. Site 1 focuses on the 
central type of conflict at the first intersection. Site 2 
and Site 3 are located in the second intersection with 
roadside modern streetcar tracks. Site 2 is situated in 
the near-end type of conflict, while Site 3 is laid in the 
far-end type. Site 4, Site 5 and Site 6 are located in 
the third intersection without modern streetcar tracks. 
They are treated as control groups with respect to Site 
1, Site 2 and Site 3, respectively. Site 7 and Site 8 be-
long to the other two intersections of the Qilin region 
and the Hunnan region. Site 7 focuses on the near-end 
type of conflict at the forth intersection. Site 8 is locat-
ed at the fifth intersection with central modern street-
car tracks. A schematic of the survey area is illustrated 
as shown in Figure 2.
a) Central type b) Near-end type c) Far-end type
Conflict area Bicycle movement Modern streetcar tracks
Figure 1 – Schematic diagram of three conflict types
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u ui j=  (1)
where i=2 and j=1, 3.
H1: The two means are not equal, and thus there 
are significant differences between ui and uj.
u ui j=Y  (2)
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where (ui-uj) denotes the difference between ui and uj 
under the null hypothesis, a(a=0.05) denotes the lev-
el of significance and Za/2 denotes the 100(1-a/2)% 
percentile of the standard normal distribution.
4.2 Prediction model
The kinematics theory adequately expresses the 
running state changes of bicycles around the modern 
streetcar track area. In this subsection, a model is 
kinematics theory; and (3) the mean absolute percent 
error that is used to measure the differences between 
the predicted value and the observed data.
4.1 Testing speed differences
A T-test is the most common method to test the sig-
nificance of differences between two means from two 
independent samples.
It is assumed that n1 denotes the mean of the 
U-speed, n2 denotes the mean of the T-speed, and 
n3 denotes the mean of the D-speed. The sample 
variance S1 is obtained from the U-speed of sample 
size n1, the sample variance S2 is obtained from the 
U-speed of sample size n2 and the sample variance S3 
is obtained from the U-speed of sample size n3.
The null hypothesis states the following:
H0: The two means are equal. Thus, it indicates that 
there are no significant differences between ui and uj, 
and that the following equation is applicable:
a) Central type with tracks-site 1 b) Near-end type with tracks-site 2
c) Far-end type with tracks-site 3 d) Central type without tracks-site 4
e) Near-end type without tracks-site 5 f) Far-end type without tracks-site 6
g) Near-end type with tracks-site 7 h) Central type with tracks-site 8
Figure 2 – Schematic of the survey area
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Table 1 – Geometric and bicycle traffic flow characteristics of the studied sites

















































































































WI1: The width of the intersection, WT2: The width of the track area, SNV3: The serial number of the videotape, ATFB4: The average traffic
flow of the bicycle in each videotape section, SS5: The sample size
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In the above formula, vm denotes the mean value of 
the U-speed and D-speed. A delay of a bicycle caused 
by modern streetcar tracks can be determined with 
the prediction model based on field data.
4.3 Goodness-of-fit measures
The extent to which a model fits the observed data 
is described as goodness-of-fit. The goodness-of-fit is a 
description of the discrepancies between the predict-
ed value and the observed data. Mean absolute per-
cent error (MAPE) analysis exhibits an evident advan-
tage in evaluating discrete data and does not include 
any sample size restrictions. In the study, the discrep-
ancies between the predicted value and the observed 
data are correspondingly measured by a MAPE analy-













/   (12)
where n indicates the number of videotape sections, 
Pk represents the predicated delay of bicycles for sec-
tion k and Ok denotes the observed delay of bicycles 
for section k. The value of the MAPE analysis exceeds 
or equals 0. A smaller value of the MAPE indicates a 
higher accuracy of the prediction model. The model 
perfectly explains the observed variation in a situation 
in which the value of the MAPE analysis corresponds 
to 0.
5. RESULTS OF DATA ANALYSIS
5.1 Impacts of modern streetcar tracks on 
bicycle speed
Bicycle speeds of the eight sites are summed and 
illustrated as frequency histograms and cumulative 
distribution curves as shown in Figure 4. As shown in 
Figure 4, frequency histograms of U-speed with tracks 
are significantly higher than those of U-speed with-
out tracks when values of the horizontal ordinate are 
less than 7 m/s. The cumulative distribution curves 
of T-speed with tracks are always located on the left 
side of the curves of T-speed without tracks. As for 
near-end type of conflict, frequency histograms of 
T-speed with tracks mainly fall to zero when values of 
proposed to predict the bicycle delay by using the kine-
matics theory. The derivation procedure is elaborated 
in the following section.
It is assumed that bicycles maintain a fixed speed 
of vt when they pass through the modern streetcar 
track area and that the width of the track area corre-
sponds to st. Bicycles reduce their speed from vu to vt 
with a deceleration of au in the upstream section, and 
the decelerating distance corresponds to su. Similarly, 
bicycles increase their speed from vt to  vd with an ac-
celeration of ad in the upstream section and the accel-
erating distance corresponds to sd. The process sche-
matic of bicycles passing through a modern streetcar 
track area is shown in Figure 3.
Based on kinematics theory, two equations are es-
tablished in the upstream and downstream sections 
as follows:
v v a s2t u u u2 2- =  (4)
v v a s2d t d d2 2- =  (5)
Subsequently, the decelerating and accelerating 
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Additionally, in a situation in which modern street-
car tracks do not exist at an intersection, the bicycle 
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d t= + - + -  (10)
Finally, the delay of a bicycle caused by modern 
streetcar tracks is determined as follows:
Delay t t*= -  (11)
Moderating process Uniform process Accelerating process
Bicycle movement
Upstream DownstreamTrack area
vu vt vt vt vdau ad
Figure 3 – Process schematic of bicycles passing through track area
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increase is lower than 0.34 m/s. This indicates that 
bicyclists are inclined to move faster with a smooth 
increase in speed at the three sites.
The bicycle acceleration and deceleration of the 
upstream and downstream sections are shown in 
Table 3. For Sites 1–3 and Sites 7–8, the difference 
between acceleration and deceleration of Site 2 is 
the most significant, followed by Site 7. Additionally, 
the highest deceleration is observed in the upstream 
section of Site 7, while the highest acceleration is ob-
served in the downstream section of Site 3. With re-
spect to Sites 4–6, the bicycles continue to increase 
their speed. However, the acceleration does not ex-
ceed 0.27. This illustrates that the impact of the road-
side track style on bicycling behavior exceeds that of 
the central style. Furthermore, it confirms behavior 
involving increasing speed and passing through a 
clear intersection.
5.3 Prediction of bicycle delay
The predicted bicycle delay in each videotape sec-
tion of Sites 1–3 and 7–8 is calculated with the pro-
posed prediction model. Each observed bicycle delay 
the horizontal ordinate exceed 5 m/s. Additionally, the 
cumulative distribution curves of T-speed and D-speed 
with tracks almost coincide with those of T-speed and 
D-speed without tracks. This implies that bicycle speed 
is evidently decreased by modern streetcar tracks.
The T-test is used to quantitatively identify wheth-
er modern streetcar tracks significantly impact bicycle 
speeds. The mean values of U-speed, T-speed and 
D-speed for each site are compared to each other by 
using the T-test as shown in Table 2.
The results indicate that differences between 
U-speed, T-speed and D-speed are statistically signif-
icant at Sites 1–3 and Sites 7–8. This confirms the 
hypothesis that modern streetcar tracks are important 
hindrances in bicycle speed. Bicycles are forced to 
slow down due to safety and comfort concerns while 
approaching modern streetcar tracks. Subsequently, 
they gradually return to their ideal speed after passing 
the modern streetcar track area.
In contrast, differences are not statistically signifi-
cant between U-speed, T-speed and D-speed with re-
spect to Sites 4–6. This presents another perspective 
to explain the impacts of modern streetcar tracks on 
bicycling. It implies that bicyclists can maintain an ide-
al speed when they pass through an intersection with-
out modern streetcar tracks.
5.2 Impacts of modern streetcar tracks on 
bicycling behavior
The means of U-speed, T-speed and D-speed at 
the eight sites are illustrated in Figure 5. At Sites 1–3 
and 7–8, the mean of T-speed is significantly lower 
than those of U-speed and D-speed. The speed differ-
ence exceeds 1.57 m/s. Bicyclists prefer to slow down 
while approaching the modern streetcar track area 
and speed up after they pass through the area. As for 
Sites 4–6, the mean speed increases when bicyclists 
pass through the three sections in turn. The rate of the 
Table 2 – Summary statistics of the bicycle speed at the eight sites
Site 1 Site 2 Site 3 Site 4 Site 5 Site 6 Site 7 Site 8




U-Speed 1.16 1.13 0.95 1.41 1.38 1.22 0.99 1.09
T-Speed 0.94 0.52 1.14 1.56 1.54 2.55 0.40 0.67
D-Speed 0.71 1.24 1.31 1.35 1.56 1.96 1.32 1.33
T-test (p<0.05)
U-Speed
Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes
T-Speed
T-Speed
Yes Yes Yes No No No Yes Yes
D-Speed
Table 3 – Acceleration and deceleration at upstream and 
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The slope of the regression line between the pre-
dicted and the observed delays corresponds to 0.817. 
Data points of the five sites are scattered on both sides 
of the regression line. The delay related to the central 
type of conflict slightly exceeds those of the near-end 
is determined by using the observed travel time and 
the ideal travel time. The mean observed bicycle delay 
in each videotape is calculated correspondingly. The 
predicted and observed bicycle delays are compared 






























































































































































































Figure 5 – Means of U-speed, T-speed, and D-speed at each site
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5) The proposed model for the bicycle delay caused 
by modern streetcar tracks achieves relatively ac-
curate predictions. The bicycle delay is calculated 
with the model by using field data.
The significant findings of this study include an ex-
planation of the impacts of modern streetcar tracks 
on bicycling and provide a prediction model. The im-
pact analysis results can be used as a reference with 
respect to modern streetcar track style selection for 
transportation managers. The prediction model is a 
quantitative method to predict the bicycle delay caused 
by tracks. The predictions can improve the Traffic Sig-
nal Timing Manual at an intersection in which a mod-
ern streetcar route is laid.
Admittedly, the study involves certain limitations 
and future studies are necessary to resolve them. 
Firstly, prediction accuracy is examined by using data 
from different intersections in the study. It is more 
effective to check the prediction accuracy by using 
before-and-after data at the same intersection. Sec-
ondly, the geometrical features of modern streetcar 
tracks and especially track altitude differences are not 
considered. Furthermore, it is necessary to collect data 
at relatively more sites and at sites located in other cit-
ies to validate the results in the study. Hence, future 
studies should focus on the aforementioned issues.
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and far-end type. The central track style causes a larg-
er delay. The R2 is calculated as 0.721 while the value 
of the MAPE analysis corresponds to 10.63%. The pro-
posed prediction model is verified to accurately predict 
the bicycle delay.
6. CONCLUSIONS
The overall project objective involved evaluating 
the impacts of modern streetcar tracks on bicycling. 
Field data was collected at eight sites related to five 
intersections. A T-test was conducted to evaluate the 
significance of differences among the bicycle speeds 
at the three sections of each site. A delay prediction 
model was proposed to calculate the bicycle delay 
caused by modern streetcar tracks. The following five 
main conclusions were obtained based on the results 
of the data analysis.
1)  Modern streetcar tracks have a significant effect 
on the bicycle speed at an intersection. This ur-
gently requires related countermeasures to reduce 
or eliminate the impacts on bicycling safety, effi-
ciency and comfort.
2) Influences with respect to the bicycling behavior 
differ across different styles of modern streetcar 
track designs. The roadside track style has a high-
er impact on bicycling behavior than the central 
style. Hence, the roadside track style leads to an 
increase in unsafe and uncomfortable conditions 
for bicycling.
3) Bicycle delay also differs across different modern 
streetcar track design styles. The central track 
style leads to a higher delay than the roadside track 
style. The results prove that the roadside track style 
exerts minor adverse effects on bicycling efficiency.
4) Bicyclists regard an intersection as an unsafe 
area. They are inclined to move faster and exhibit 
a smooth speed increase when passing through an 


























Figure 6 – Fitted relationships between the predicted and 
observed delays
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